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Two Main Messages
1. A rail & road bypass for South Australia is
essential to current and future generations of
South Australians and Australians
2. It is YOU who will bring about the necessary
decision for the project to go ahead
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•

Bushfires (more trains, longer &
heavier trains = more risk)

•

Noise – 120dB (100 times the
noise which can produce
complete deafness)

•

Traffic delays (5-7 minutes at
road crossings) with crossings
closing 20-24 times per day when
line reaches capacity – nearly 3
hours per day per crossing (one
train every hour). 85 level
crossings in Adelaide.

•

Level crossing costs to
community/business currently
~$30M per year (lost time to
road traffic, deliveries etc),
increasing to $45M/y

•

In another 20 years, level
crossing costs alone could fund a
new bypass

•

Domestic passenger service from
Mt Barker to Belair (relieving
freeway)

• Although noise restrictions apply to
air and road transport, and even to
public entertainment and residential
dwellings, there is no noise
restriction on trains. There is also no
public authority monitoring the noise
levels or working towards minimising
them. In fact, the recently released
EPA draft guidelines for the
assessment of noise from rail
operations specifically exclude
existing operations such as the
Adelaide Hills freight route from the
new standards.
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Building a rail/road bypass - Advantages
• It causes no disruption to freight during construction; it will travel through sparsely
populated terrain; it will require relatively inexpensive land acquisition; the land is
relatively flat and straight, which would allow for faster trains; it will be cheaper to
build; there will be less risk of derailments; it will save up to two hours of travelling
time between Melbourne and Perth. (much of the freight that currently passes
through Adelaide is destined for these other destinations).

• The new route would also allow containers on trains to be double stacked. The
Adelaide to Belair line is the only rail freight line in Australia that does not allow
containers to be double stacked, which is now a practice around the country to
shorten train lengths and reduce maintenance on rolling stock. If the northern
bypass were to be adopted, it would also create significant opportunities for
innovation on the Belair line. First, it would enable a resumption of double track
running. At present, Belair uses a single track with passing loops, and this results in
delays and disruption. It also caused the closure of several suburban stations,
including Clapham, Hawthorn and Millswood.

ADELAIDE traffic has slowed to a crawl on increasingly choked major
roads and cars are averaging just 5km/h in some areas during peak
periods, an RAA survey shows.

Summary Points

• Capacity is not likely to be a constraining factor until between 2025 and
2030 (moderate growth forecast for rail freight, doesn’t include already
constraining factors such as road congestion, noise, risks etc)
• In other words, something else will be needed after 2025!

What were you doing 11 years ago?
2003
• 20 March – The Iraq war begins.

• PM - John Howard Premier of SA - Mike Rann
• Album of the Year - Powderfinger – Vulture Street
• 27 September – The Brisbane Lions (20.14.134) defeat the Collingwood Magpies (12.12.84) to win the 107th
VFL/AFL premiership. It is the third consecutive grand final win for Brisbane and the second consecutive year
that they and Collingwood have met in the grand final
• 4 November – Makybe Diva wins the Melbourne Cup horse racing event. It is the first of three Melbourne
Cup wins for the mare
• 29 September – Slim Dusty passes away, 76, country music singer

• Alex Miller's novel Journey to the Stone Country wins the Miles Franklin Award
• January 18 – The Canberra Bushfires in Canberra, Australia

• Arnold Schwarzenegger is elected Governor of California
• Apple launches I-tunes which becomes a major success selling 10 million songs within 4 months of launch
• FILMS - The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, Finding Nemo, The Matrix Reloaded
• JK Rowling's fifth Harry Potter book "Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix" is released

Summary Points
• Capacity is not likely to be a constraining factor until between
2025 and 2030 (moderate growth forecast for rail freight)
• 2025 is 11 years away
• When would you start planning an alternative freight train
route?

• Cost of bypass is 7 times more per km than any other
comparable rail project.
• Flat land. Sparsely populated. Straight.

It was a community group
including Councillors that
secured funding for this
report.

It took 4 years of solid
work and research, but we
now have a platform on
which to take great steps
forward

It is my very strong view that
the building of this loop should
not go ahead; rather, the
money should be saved and put
towards a long-term project
aimed at getting the freight line
out of the Adelaide Hills.

Jamie Briggs
Assistant Minister for Infrastructure & Regional
Development, Member for Mayo
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What now?
• A bypass for rail and road needs to be built
• The rail & road committee will again begin to lobby on the
community’s behalf
• Your support and involvement is critical

• railfreightbypass@gmail.com

